
RapidSOS NG911 Emergency Response  
Data Platform Toolkit for Zetron Customers
Available in Zetron’s MAX Call Taking and CAD

What if you could get instant, accurate caller  
location for your 911 calls?

Faster and more accurate 
location from smartphones 
via the RapidSOS NG911 
emergency response data 
platform integration for MAX 
Call Taking and MAX CAD.

According to the FCC Fourth 
Order & Report, 10,120 lives 
could be saved annually from 
better location information

Faster call processing saves costs 
and makes staff more productive

Lives saved

Cost savings



Wireless Location Challenge: 
“Why can Uber find me, but 9-1-1 can’t?”
Citizens often ask, “Why can Uber find me but 9-1-1 can’t?” The answer is that apps like Uber locate users 
based on device-based hybrid location, whereas 9-1-1 today still uses a network-centric approach that often 
falls back to cell-tower triangulation when a GPS fix cannot be obtained – for instance when the caller is 
located indoors 

Device-based hybrid location, sometimes referred to as “fused location,” combines all of the sensors on 
a smartphone. In comparative location testing, device-based location has shown to be faster and more 
accurate than traditional network-based location mechanisms.

NETWORK-BASED LOCATION DEVICE-BASED HYBRID LOCATION

Phase 1
Generally not considered “dispatchable location.”

• Civic address of cell tower, or cell sector
 
Phase 2
Best practice for carriers is to use GPS location 
technology, with network-based mechanisms as a 
fallback when no GPS is available. GPS is very accurate, 
but only works reliably in outdoor environments since 
a clear line of sight to satellites is required. Indoors, 
GPS will typically fail and carriers will instead rely on 
network-based mechanisms or fall back to Phase 1.

• Constrained by limitations and common failures of 
ALI databases 

• Significant delays: re-bid incurs a delay of about 25-
30 seconds, in some cases it takes even longer or 
may not arrive at all 

• “Either/or” solution  
◊ Mostly cell tower triangulation
◊ Some carriers: aGPS (only outdoors)

Combines all sensors on the device
• GPS
• WiFi Access Points
• Bluetooth beacons
• Barometric pressure
• Pedestrian dead reckoning, gyro sensors,  

accelerometers, etc.
 
“Hybrid” indicates that the device can fuse the different 
sources together and provide the best location based 
on context and environment, as opposed to having to 
choose “either/or” and waiting for one method to fail 
before trying the next. 

Fused or hybrid location will always look for a 
combination and validation of different methods, and 
choose what’s most reliable. In indoor environments, 
the device mostly relies on WiFi access points and 
enhances and validates the location with other 
mechanisms, whereas in outdoor environments the 
device mostly relies on GPS. In all cases, location 
is cross-referenced across sources to make it more 
accurate and reliable. 



Solution: Zetron’s Integration with the 
RapidSOS NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform
The RapidSOS NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform is a NENA i3 compliant Location Information 
Server (LIS) and Additional Data Repository (ADR) that is accessible to PSAPs through integration with MAX 
Call Taking and MAX CAD.

PSAPs can securely access device-based hybrid location information from enabled smartphones, without 
the need for the caller to use an app, resulting in faster and more accurate location than Phase 2 information 
currently available.

SECURITY
The location is stored securely 
in the NG911 Emergency 
Response Data Platform, which 
is an access-controlled NENA i3 
compliant LIS/ADR.

SPEED OF DELIVERY
Upon delivery of a 911 call, CPE/CAD 
software automatically queries the 
Emergency Response Data Platform, 
providing location information at the same 
time Phase 1 location data arrives.

LOCATION DISPLAY
Location data is displayed alongside 
the ALI location (when available), not 
instead of the ALI location.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE DATA PLATFORM OVERVIEW

Emergency Response 
Data Platform



Getting Device-Based Location from Smartphones to the 
NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform
When a citizen calls 9-1-1 from a RapidSOS enabled device, the caller’s device location (calculated using all 
of the sensors on the device) will be sent to the NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform. To be able to 
receive this information, the PSAP needs to have an integration with the Emergency Response Data Platform.

RapidSOS has partnerships with various connected device companies (wearables, connected car, connected 
home, smartphones). In an emergency, precise location and rich data (when available) is transmitted to the 
NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform from enabled devices. Example data sources include Apple, 
Uber, and Waze.

RapidSOS is not a replacement for the ALI – whether a device is enabled or not, telecommunicators will still 
receive the ALI information they are used to.

Benefits of an NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform 
Integrated Solution

Integrated into existing PSAP workflow

Immediate, automatic querying

Internal documentation

Plot multiple callers

Caller history

With the full integration, information from the Emergency Response Data Platform appears as additional 
data in MAX Call Taking – providing life-saving emergency data in the tools telecommunicators 
are already familiar with. This also allows telecommunicators to compare the ALI location with the 
location from the NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform as both are linked together in the same 
dashboard.

Location and additional data automatically populates in MAX Call Taking when a call comes in 
from an enabled device, such as an iOS12 device or a call through the Uber app. This eliminates 
the potential for any human error in entering a caller phone number.

Administrators will have a record of instances where additional data was available from RapidSOS 
along with the ALI location. This allows documentation for quality assurance after the fact.

MAX Call Taking will display Emergency Response Data Platform location for multiple callers 
simultaneously. MAX Call Taking will also associate calls with emergencies, so call takers and 
dispatchers can tell whether a nearby call is an outlier from the same incident or a different emergency. 

Telecommunicators can view locations received from previous 9-1-1 calls from the same device 
through the MAX Call Taking integration.

https://info.rapidsos.com/blog/bringing-apple-device-location-to-911
https://info.rapidsos.com/blog/uber-rapidsos-partner
https://rapidsos.com/our-latest/rapidsos-joins-waze-connected-citizens-program/


Emergency Response Data Platform Location Testing Results: 
Android ELS Pilot Project
Results from NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform Android Emergency Location Service (ELS) pilot 
project conducted in 2018. Full report available here.

Key Finding 1:

ELS through the NG911 Emergency 
Response Data Platform was more 
accurate and faster than traditional 
E911 location.

Key Finding 2:

PSAPs successfully received Android 
ELS supplemental location from the 
NG911 Emergency Response Data 
Platform, integrated into their existing 
software.

Key Finding 3:

This location technology 
was used during real 
emergencies, saving lives.

Speed of Delivery
To compare speed of delivery 
between ELS and the ALI, 
availability of ELS location was 
compared to the availability of 
Phase 2 location to the call-taker.

ELS via the NG911 Emergency 
Response Data Platform typically 
arrived 25-30 seconds faster than 
Wireless Phase 2.

25-30 
sec faster

Reported Location Accuracy
To compare location accuracy between 
ELS and the ALI, uncertainty data was 
captured. The results show that ELS via the 
NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform 
provides more accurate location data than 
the ALI.

76% ELS location reported an 
uncertainty of less than 
50 meters for 76% of 
calls.

Average Reported Uncertainty (all calls)

Phase 1 radius too large to be displayed at scale

http://info.rapidsos.com/els


Emergency Response Data Platform Location Testing Results

Direct comparison of Carrier Location to RapidSOS NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform location during live 911 
calls placed.

Percentage of calls within 
50m of ground truth

Distribution of Location Discrepancy



Delivering Device-Based Location from NG911 Emergency 
Response Data Platform to Zetron
MAX Call Taking: Version 1.8 and higher

MAX CAD: Version 11.0 and higher



Frequently Asked Questions

What is NG911 & how does RapidSOS fit in?
Next Generation 911 (NG911) is a term that is often used for the migration of a copper wire based legacy telephony system 
to a more robust, Internet Protocol (IP)-based platform that will allow voice calls, texts, location information and more to be 
transmitted in a more reliable and scalable manner. Most features of the RapidSOS NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform 
integration do not require a full NG911 network deployment. The only requirement, other than the ability to display Emergency 
Response Data Platform data, is a secure robust IP connection from the PSAP to the Emergency Response Data Platform.

Many States have established NG911 infrastructure and have migrated their voice traffic to this new system. Unfortunately, 
most of the potential benefits for Public Safety are currently not being realized because location is still being handled in a 
carrier-centric, network-based fashion. RapidSOS is the first company to actually transmit NG911 data, such as device location 
and additional data, through to these networks. If NG911 is a data superhighway, RapidSOS is the data that travels on it, while 
the Zetron MAX Suite is one of the only full mission critical communication platforms enabling PSAPs to fully transmit and 
leverage NG911 data from end-to-end.

Do these integrations cost money?
Zetron offers the RapidSOS integration and service at no charge to MAX customers. 

Does the RapidSOS location replace the ALI?
No. RapidSOS location and additional data comes in as supplemental information. Call takers and dispatchers still receive 
the ALI location they are used to.

Is there a delay in receiving RapidSOS data?
When a call comes in to a PSAP with the RapidSOS integration, the NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform is automatically 
queried for location and additional data. If data is available, it is displayed within milliseconds. This is a stark contrast to the 25-
30 seconds it typically takes to get a Phase 2 re-bid from the ALI database. Periodic queries to the Emergency Response Data 
Platformalso occur throughout a call so the PSAP receives automatic location updates if the caller moves.



Frequently Asked Questions

Where does the data available in the Emergency Response Data Platform come from?
RapidSOS has partnerships with various connected device companies (smartphone operating systems, smartphone 
manufacturers, wearables devices, connected car providers, connected home / home IoT companies, application 
providers). In an emergency, precise location and rich data (when available) is transmitted to the NG911 Emergency 
Response Data Platform from devices with a RapidSOS integration. Over time, we expect that most smartphone devices 
will send location to the Emergency Response Data Platform during a 9-1-1 call.

What is RapidSOS’ business model?
RapidSOS’ business model is built on partnerships with connected device companies (smartphones, mobile apps, smart home 
devices, connected car, wearables). For example, a RapidSOS powered wearable device can connect a user to 9-1-1 during an 
emergency without the need for a call center. This reduces costs and improves response times.

Emergency Response Data Platform



Frequently Asked Questions

What are the connectivity requirements to access the Emergency Response Data Platform?

For official municipal networks to access the data interfaces on the RapidSOS NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform, 
special considerations are sometimes needed. In general, RapidSOS is committed to being as flexible as needed to 
accommodate the connectivity requirements of any municipal network, and already supports a variety of configurations.

Connectivity policy

The NG911 Emergency Response Data Platform can be queried (either via the REST APIs, the NG911 interfaces, or otherwise 
- the rules are always the same) over public networks only when using TLS along with tightly-controlled API keys - access is 
rate-limited and monitored, and production access keys are granted only to authorized personnel with a documented chain 
of custody of production credentials. Connections should always be “inbound” to our system as standard HTTPS requests 
over TCP port 443. The Emergency Response Data Platform will never make “outbound” connections to any municipal system 
except to respond to queries.

Many of the details are documented here. This developer portal is also the mechanism by which API keys are administered, as 
documented. Once keys are in the hands of authorized personnel, the security of those keys is their responsibility. If ever abuse 
is detected (large volumes of spam traffic, anomalous query activity akin to number scanning, etc.), access to the APIs may be 
throttled or suspended to protect the integrity and security of the system, on a per-API-key basis. No unauthenticated traffic will 
be permitted through the production system - i.e., valid API keys must be used for all requests. By default, each API key set is 
rate-limited to 1000 requests per minute.

Modifications to the values of parameters are possible for custom network interconnections (e.g., if all traffic is over a VPN 
for a large number of call taker stations or PSAPs, the rate limits can be set higher). For high volume setups though, we 
recommend maintaining more than one set of API credentials per site.

Firewall rules

From the perspective of municipal networks, firewalls only need to support outbound HTTPS requests over TCP port 443 and 
allow their responses (via stateful inspection rules or otherwise). In addition, when traffic is to go over public networks, DNS 
resolution should be supported (DNS is used as one layer of the high-availability setup).

From the perspective of the RapidSOS Emergency Response Data Platform network, inbound traffic is similarly limited from 
public networks to TCP port 443.

VPN

For certain networks a few dedicated IPSec site-to-site VPNs are maintained, and new ones could be spun up relatively quickly 
upon request as long as it’s not an exotic flavor of VPN. The list of VPN hardware supported can be found here. So far  
statically-routed VPNs have always been done, but BGP dynamic routing should be supported as well (as indicated in the link 
material).

DNS whitelisting capability, or IP only

DNS is relied on for traffic over public networks, so when whitelisting in a municipal network it would be best if it could bedone 
by domain (e.g., api.rapidsos.com).

DNS is strongly recommended for use when possible. However, if DNS is not feasible for a given network, there are a setof 
dedicated proxies, and a list of IPs that can be whitelisted for access to each of the environments, as described here.

https://developer.rapidsos.com/content/backend-api-environments-credential-management
https://aws.amazon.com/vpc/faqs/#C9
https://rapidsosportal.com/


Deployment Checklist

Full deployment checklist available upon request. 

PSAP to express interest and request 
Access Credentials from RapidSOS  
(http://rapidsosportal.com/login)

Zetron to schedule upgrade to compatible version and 
provision necessary components (if necessary)

RapidSOS administers access Credentials to Zetron and 
shares network interconnection details with the PSAP

Zetron works with PSAP to schedule the upgrade  
(if necessary) and integration date/time window

Zetron/PSAP to enter Credentials and perform 
acceptance testing via Beacon test tool

1

2

3

4
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Questions? Contact us!

1-877-284-4616
zetron@zetron.com
www.zetron.com

https://rapidsosportal.com/login

